
2023 Distilled, Aged, and Bottled by Holladay Distillery Weston, MO. 50% alc./vol. (100 Proof). Drink Responsibly. Drive Responsibly.



OVERVIEW

Our Story
The finest bourbon results from an ideal combination of climate and
geology that is rare outside of Kentucky but is found in the rolling hills of
Weston, Missouri at the Holladay Distillery. 

It is remarkable how one ingredient in a recipe can change the entire
taste profile of a spirit. Holladay Soft Red Wheat is crafted with the
original Holladay recipe with one substitute: wheat for the rye. Holladay
Soft Red is made in the original stillhouse, barreled in Missouri white oak
barrels, aged onsite in iron-clad rickhouses, and bottled at 100 proof. 

Using wheat in a bourbon mash bill often results in a softer and sweeter
taste profile than a bourbon made with rye, which typically adds spice to
the palate. Soft Red Wheat has lower protein levels, red bran, and
minimal gluten compared to other classes of wheat. Bourbons crafted
with Soft Red Wheat offer a soft, smooth finish just as the name
suggests.

Holladay Soft Red Wheat Bourbon is one of the very few bottled-in-bond
wheat bourbons on the market aged 6+ years and it was worth the wait.
To meet the rare and prestigious requirements to be classified as
Bottled-in-Bond, a product must be distilled, aged, and bottled in the
same location to assure a mark of authenticity.

The Holladay Distillery was founded in 1856, making it both the oldest
distillery in the state of Missouri and the oldest distillery west of the
Mississippi still operating on its original site. The property sits on active
limestone springs that were first charted by Lewis and Clark in 1804,
more than fifty years before Ben Holladay purchased the land that would
later become his legacy.

Bottled-in-Bond

Product of a single distiller in a single season—spring (January to
June) or fall (July to December)
Aged for a minimum of 4 years in a federally bonded rickhouse
Bottled at 50% ABV / 100 proof in the same location it was distilled

To be labeled bottled-in-bond, a whiskey must meet the following
criteria:

1.

2.
3.


